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Rinchen Namgyel Namtar. See ‘Bar bla bkra shis rgya mtsho, “Rgyal sras rin chen rnam rgyal gyi rnam thar skal bzang gdung sel.”
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‘Bar bla bkra shis rgya mtsho. “Rgyal sras rin chen rnam rgyal gyi rnam thar skal bzang gdung sel.” In Sngags mang zhib ‘jug (7), edited by Lce nag tshang hūm chen he ru ka, Ye shes sgrol ma, and Lce nag tshang nyi zla he ru ka, 7–125.
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Gter bdag gling pa’gyur med rdo rje. Na rag dung sprugs kyi cho ga’ ’khor ba kun sgrol. [No additional publication information.]


’Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po sogs bla ma kha shas kyi gsung phyogs bsgrigs. 18 vols. [No additional publication information.]


Mi 'gyur dpal sgron. “bLa ma drag po’i dkyil ’khor du bdag nyid ’jug pa’i cho ga nag ’gros su bkod pa dbang drag sgrub pa’i lam bzang ldeb.” In gSung ’bum, vol. 1. [Unpublished volume compiled by Sean Price at Mindrolling Monastery, Clement Town, India.]

———. “Dri lan bdud rtsi’i dga’ ston le tsham ldeb/.” In rJe btsun mi ’gyur dpal sgron gyi gsung rnam/. [Unpublished text compiled by Sean Price for the Tsadra Foundation, 159–202.] [Ambrosial Feast.]
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Rje btsun mi ’gyur dpal sgron gyi gsung rnam. [Unpublished text compiled by Sean Price and given to me by Marcus Perman of the Tsadra Foundation.] [Dispeller ms. 3.]


Smin gling rje btsun mi ’gyur dpal sgron. zab lam bde gshegs kun ‘dus las mkha’ ’gro gsang ba ye shes kyi rnal byor rim gzhi’i lam zab mo nyams su len pa’i khrid yig man ngag gsal sgron.

Smin gling rje btsun mi ’gyur dpal sgron, and rGyal sras gzhan phan mtha’ yas. “Na rag dong sprugs kyi dbang gi cho ga mtshams sbyor gyis brgyan pa bde chen lam bzang.” In bKa’ ma shin tu rgyas pa (kaḥthog), edited by mKhan chen ’jam dbyangs rgyal mtshan, 18:265–342. Chengdu, China: KaH Thog Mkhan Po ’jam Dbyangs, 1999. [Dredging the Depths of Hell.]
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